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Premise eliminates termites right around your home

The first undetectable termite trap

Termites are a very serious pest

While most local government

Premise protection doesn’t depend

Older chemical treatments create

termites, but do nothing to reduce

Far from being repelled by a

in Australia, causing damage that

authorities now require termite

on a repellent barrier and actually

a repellent barrier that termites

the colony; and even a gap of a
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barriers to be incorporated into the

eliminates termites rather than

won’t go through, but will try to

few centimetres in the barrier can

Premise Treated Zone and are

dollars to repair each year.

construction of all new buildings,

just repelling them. This is

find a way around. While they are

cause the treatment to fail.

killed in one of three ways:

A recent survey has established

most existing houses are

because termites cannot detect

usually effective, they have three

that almost 40% of our homes

vulnerable to termite infestation.

Premise. And Premise has the

main drawbacks: applying them

added advantages of low toxicity

creates a repulsive smell that

and no odour. In fact, Premise is

lasts for a day or two and can be

the only soil termiticide that does

difficult to live with; they deter

are attacked by termites at some
stage. Another study shows the
risk of a house becoming infested
by termites is five times greater
than that of fire.

Until Premise was released,
protecting those homes involved
chemicals that are repellent to
householders as well as termites –
and which have to be applied in a

Even more worryingly, any termite
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Termites that ingest or contact

barriers with an extremely efficient

enough Premise can be killed

in-ground trap that termites can’t

outright.

detect: the Premise Treated Zone.
●

not require occupants

Those that only receive a low dose
of Premise become dysfunctional.

to leave the house while the

They stop feeding and grooming

treatment is carried out.

each other, neglect their

perfect, unbroken barrier.

environment, become diseased

damage to your home is very
unlikely to be covered by insurance.

Premise supersedes those

Premise has quickly established

How Premise, a proven, non-repellent termite treatment, protects your home.

and die.

itself as the most effective and
●

convenient protection for homes

Many Premise-affected termites
find their way back to the colony.

with no built-in barrier.

Other termites then receive a
lethal dose through normal social

Premise
Termite
Elimination
•Provides an effective and

interaction or cannibalism.
Termites can’t detect the
Premise Treated Zone

Once exposed to Premise,
termites stop feeding and
soon die.

Termites exposed to Premise
transfer the product to
unexposed colony members
through social interaction
and cannibalism.

reliable Treated Zone.

•Registered for use through
reticulation systems.

•Kills termites rather than

Premise
treated zone

just repelling them.

•No odour.
•Low rates.
•No irritancy.
•Water-based SC formulation.
•Non-hazardous.

Dead

Dysfunctional
& diseased

Creation of the Premise Treated Zone normally involves digging a narrow trench (about 15cm wide)
around the foundations. To reach soil under slabs, some drilling of foundation walls, paving or floors
may be recommended.
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